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"The televised Quebec leaders debate touched on subjects and nuances that must be considered of great
concern to English and minority Quebecers," according to AffiliationQuebec Leader, Allen Nutik.
"Whether it was the issue of PQ sovereignty, ADQ autonomy, or Liberal transfer of federal powers to
Quebec by Ottawa-Quebec entente, the debate centered on the recognition of the 'Quebecois Nation', and
the further advancement of the Quebecois enterprise," says Nutik.
"It is patently clear," offers Nutik, "that the one million of us as a minority in Quebec are not one bit on the
radar screen of Quebecois concern."
"The Quebec liberals have already counted our taken for granted Anglo and minority votes, and we were not
even once mentioned or even considered as part of the election debate, or the Quebec landscape."
"We are the opaque one million," skoffs Nutik, "tasked with paying high taxes in order to receive little
recognition and reduced services."
The debate, held only in Quebec's official language, says the AffiliationQuebec leader, "Must serve as a
clear warning to Quebec's Anglophones and other minorities, that the Quebec policy of never admitted, but
state sponsored discrimination will remain firmly in place, no matter who wins the the election on December
08.
Nutik continued, "Failure to organize and to be fully prepared to present a slate of qualified candidates in all
ridings with significant Anglophone, Allophone, and minority constituencies, will be the eventual death knell
for the English speaking communities in Quebec.
Nutik was emphatic, "Sovereignty is definitely not on the back burner for the Parti Quebecois, and we can
clearly expect no concessions from the strongly nationalist leaning Charest Liberal Party."
"How can one million people and their denied rights to language, signs, education, and access, be so
invisible?" asks Nutik. "Never say you were not warned!"
AffiliationQuebec is an official political party formed to represent the full rights and interests of loyal
Canadians living in the Province of Quebec.
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